
MASTER “HORSES, THE NATURAL WAY” 

 
 
Dear foreign students and graduates,  
simply we like to give you and to the professionals some information introducing the new Master “Gestione 
Naturalizzata del Cavallo”or in english “Horses, the Natural Way”. The course should start march 2018. 
 
An introduction of 3 weeks covers principles of biology, istology and comparative anatomy, first aid 
technique. The core theory, 4 weeks, will introduce the 
student to partnership, hoof care, nutrients requirements 
of horses and other subjects of study. Terrain drainage, 
shelter construction, fencing. 
During the "open air” activity (6 weeks) and the all day 
long life with the horses, their hooves trimming and care, 
the target is to underline a particular matter everyday. 
That could be partnership, parasitology and fecal egg 
count, harness and carriages, hay analysis, training, diet 
and more. We plan to have biologists, engineers, trainers, 
farmers, chemists, vets supporting to give to the students 
the better possible idea and informations about the many 
problems it is possible to encounter.  
 
The "open air activity” that follows the indoor activity will take place in a rescue centre, a breeding facility, 
riding schools. Finally the exam is a version of what is asked to join the American Hoof Association as an 
Apprentice. 
 
This Master wants to answer to the world wide demand of professionals that are asked to be able to guide 
who works around the horses, owners and breeders first, to reach and have an ethical and humane, effective 
and cheap, behavior. 
 
This Master is an expression of the barefoot movement that wish to be totally iron free and his techniques 
that look at the performance without to forget the animal wellness and dignity.  
During the last century and two world wars most of our life is changed. At least in the western emisphere we 
are free from the heavy fatigue of the past. Other problems continually arise but if we will be able to 
understand that humans have primary necessities and our total number is of a major concern we can win 
and survive. It seems difficult. To discover that animals are in need of space and that space is directly related 
with food and dignity could get humans to reflect on themselves and our finite world. Horses can help us 
again. For sure we can help them the natural way. 
 
The course is opened to all graduates. Auditors not graduated are welcome and allowed to subscribe.  In the 
case of foreign students the lessons will be given both in italian and english language. It is an opportunity too 
for the italian students to improve their knowledge. The books and lecture notes are in english. P.Ramey, 
J.Jackson,K.Watts, E.Kellon, R.Bowker, D.Taylor, others. Some notes from my articles and european vets from 
the eighteenth century till today. Bracy Clarks, H.Strasser. If the number of 15 students is not reached (date 
to apply ends december 31) the course will be presented again the nex autumn. To the applicant interested 
to the cost of the course. That was determined 4000 euro.  The student has to remember that her or his has 
to face daily expenses for 13 weeks spread during the year. 
 
For more information feel free to contact us.  
Prof. Lucio Petrizzi DVM and Franco Belmonte biologist AHA certified practitioner  
 


